
     

Powell English  

 

Critical Analysis of Fiction 

 

The following questions will apply in varying degrees to all works of fiction. Not all of the questions will be valid or pertinent 

to every work of fiction. However, this is a working start for specific analysis of any work of fiction.  When writing about 

literature, ALWAYS start with a proposal or theory which you will set about trying to prove, and ALWAYS use specific 

evidence from the text whenever relevant.  ALL ROADS LEAD TO Theme/ TONE or PURPOSE. What is the author saying 

about human beings and or human nature?  What is his/her attitude about that theme?  Prove your opinion as well as you can. 

Do you agree or disagree with the themes presented by the author?  

 

 1. Point of view- What is the point of view? Is there a consistent approach maintained throughout the work? How is 

this done? Is it discursive? Does the author intrude? Where? Why? What are the advantages and disadvantages of the author’s 

chosen point of view?  

  

2. Characterization- Does the author have one dominant character or several? What is the role of the other characters? 

Does the author present the characters as types (exaggerated into caricatures)? Are the characters dynamic or static? Are they 

archetypes?  What are the contributing factors to the characterization? Which of the following means is used to present 

characters in the story: personal and intimate traits, clothing, speech, appearance, the comments of others, conversations with 

him, or his reactions to others?   

 

 3. Conflict- is the basic conflict of the story internal, external, physical, or mental? What are the contributing crisis or 

stress factors? (Antagonists? ) How is the conflict(s) resolved , if at all, and how does the resolution contribute to the overall 

meaning of the work? 

 

 4. Plot and Structure- How is the work structured? At what points do you see a change in the speed or flow of the 

events?  Why here? Is there a point in the story that you feel you know all the essentials of the story? Is the ending of the story 

satisfactory or appropriate? Why or why not? 

 

 

 5. Setting- Where and when the story takes place? What are the important settings within the main setting?  How do 

you know they are important? What are the typical, social, physical, and mental moods that would be at home in such a 

setting? Would this story have happened in your home town or in a different kind of location? Props?  Symbols? Archetypes?  

Does the author show you where the action is taking place by lengthy descriptions or by careful selection of details?  Do 

particular settings relate directly to character development? How and why? 

 

 6.  Symbol:  What people, places, objects recur?  Where?  Why?  How do they take on a meaning above their physical 

presence?  Are they universal symbols (archetypes) or contextual symbols( significant in the particular work)? 

 

 7.  Allusion:  Are references to other works, the Bible, mythology, history… made?  Why are the references placed 

where they are ? How do they take on a meaning above their physical presence?   

 

 

8. Atmosphere -What factors are used to create the impression: characters, setting, action, climate, conflict, adjectives, 

verbs…?  

 

 9. Style and Tone- What seems to make this author different from any other you have read? Which adjective seems to 

sum up his writing method: simple, complex, cryptic, satiric, humorous, kind, hateful, loving, persuasive… What seems to be 

the kind of voice (attitude) used by the author: moral, satirical, ironic, patronizing, compassionate, disinterested, eager, and 

calm…Use tone and style words for this?  Think about Literary devices, Diction, and Syntax. 

 

10. Theme-What is the author saying about human beings and or human nature?   Prove your opinion as well as you 

can. Do you agree or disagree with the themes presented by the author?  

 

11. The Time of Publication and the Author- Could you tell when this story was written, or is it something of 

universal appeal? Will it be enjoyed by people many years from now? Why? Does the story tell you anything about the author 

or cultural context? 

   


